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"Inspiring, informative and calming.
Just love this podcast! Eagerly await
each new episode. It’s been a
lifeline during long days at home
with little ones"

Motherhood is incredible. It's also incredibly challenging,
especially with the high pressured, fast paced world we
live in today. The Motherkind Podcast hosted by
Motherkind founder and coach Zoe Blaskey, is on a
mission to bring you some of the best wellbeing
teachers in the world to help you find your calm, happy
place in the madness of modern mum life.
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Our first issue was such a great experience and
we were thrilled to get such amazing feedback.
We’ve had a lot of interest for features for this
edition and it was this that prompted us to
release a ‘motherhood special’. We’ve called it
‘motherhood’ as its predominantly the platform
we’ve been circulating around, however, the
majority of what is covered is applicable for
parenthood in general!
The past couple of months have been very
busy in ‘The Clumsy Explorer’ household
with weddings abroad, house moves as well
as enjoying the last of the summer. Both the
husband and I have landed new jobs which are
promotions (mine is a new role after maternity
leave) so 2020 is already shaping up to be very
exciting!
I (and the tiny human of course) have also been
so lucky to have been invited to some incredible
events with some inspirational women speakers.
Some of these fantastic women have agreed to
feature in this issue and so we hope that you
enjoy reading their stories.
I’ve now been in this crazy journey of
‘motherhood’ for 10 months and just when

you think you’ve got it sussed, something else
comes along to trip you up - whether its a growth
spurt, a leap, teething or just a cold - its never
plain sailing! However, it is the most amazing
thing I’ve ever done and I can’t describe how
grateful I am that I get to be his mummy, and
that we get to be his parents!
Now I have to be honest, what started with
good intentions to get this edition ready to go
a good week in advance went completely out
the window when the house move came along
as, amongst packing and unpacking boxes ,
we’ve ended up having no internet until today
(Halloween!). Therefore, as is the story of my
life, this edition is being completed at the 11th
(ok 2am!) hour! Isn’t that life now that we’re
parents? You finish things when you get time,
not when you would ideally want to. But hey,
who wants to drink a hot cup of coffee anyway not me (as all my family will tell you!)
We hope you enjoy the magazine and please
get in touch if you have any features you’d
like to see or if you’re a business wanting to
collaborate with us on our next edition due out
in the Spring.

Natasha
@thesurreymumma

The Motherhood Issue
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Hello and welcome to the second issue of The
Clumsy Explorer Magazine.

PREGNANCY & BIRTH

THE ROLE OF THE
BIRTH PARTNER
ROSEMARY SCOTT

Rosemary is an antenatal teacher with Mummas & Beans based in Dorking. You
can find more content like this article on her Facebook and Instagram pages and
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information about her courses here.
midwives and other medical staff will support
you, their priority has to be the welfare of
you and your baby and those of others in
their care. Your birth partner meanwhile, can
give you dedicated, one-to-one support. Of
course there’s no way of knowing what your
birth experience is going to be like or how you
The main role of your birth partner is to offer will cope, but evidence suggests that feeling
you physical and emotional support. Whilst supported can help you to have an efficient
Whenever a friend or mum-to-be in class tells
me that their partner doesn’t have much to do
whilst they’re in labour, I’m quick to correct them!
The difference your birth partner can have on
your experience, no matter the twists and turns
it could take, should not be underestimated.

It’s instinctive for women in labour
to want to find a private, safe
place to give birth. You see it in
animals who hide in dark places
once labour starts. It makes sense
therefore, that labour would slow
or even pause if a woman does not
feel safe or feels observed. So your
birth partner should try to create a
‘nest’ wherever you’re giving birth.
At home this can be easy to do
using soft, low lighting, relaxing
music, essential oils etc. but you
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labour and your birth partner can play a huge part in how you stressed can make you feel pain
feel about your experience overall.
more intensely which you really
don’t need!
Birth partners don’t have to be the baby’s father, although that
has become more common. It could be that your baby’s father They should take care of you.
has to work away at the time your baby is due or you may Having someone you know giving
have other cultural or religious reasons for wanting someone you one-to-one care and attention
else to be your birth partner. Whether you hire a professional can be a great source of comfort.
Doula or ask a very close friend or relative, do talk to them Birth partners can help you to
about your birth preferences and what you’d like them to do stay hydrated and eat a little food,
to support you. There are many things your birth partner can depending on what stage of labour
do and I’ll share some examples here to help you have that you’re in. They can also help you to
conversation.
get more comfortable if you need to
reposition or need more cushions
Your birth partner needs to reassure you. You will be at your or are too hot/too cold.
most vulnerable and there may be moments when you doubt
yourself so you need someone there to encourage you and One of the key ways in which
tell you what a great job you’re doing. Feeling anxious and your birth partner can help you is
to use breathing techniques. Your
uterus is a muscle working hard
during labour and all muscles need
oxygen to work efficiently, so it is
very important to keep it - and baby
- well oxygenated. For example,
in the early stages of labour you
can try a calming breath that helps
to clear your mind - inhale for 4
seconds and exhale for 8 seconds.
Try closing your eyes as you do
it. If you’re finding it hard to focus
on your breath in active labour,
your birth partner can maintain eye
contact with you as they breathe
consciously and you’ll naturally
start to mirror their breath. Birth
partners could layer this with gentle
touch massage - just know that
not every woman in labour likes
to be touched! Try stroking down
her back, or inside her forearm or
even just putting a little pressure
on the back of your hips during
a contraction to counteract the
pressure in your abdomen.

may not realise how much you can still personalise
a hospital room. It’s worth packing a few things in
your labour bag to use on the day: battery candles
or fairy lights, extra cushions or blankets, a playlist
and music speaker or your phone to play it on, any
printed affirmations or visuals you may be using
in your birth preparation and close any blinds and
avoid any clocks in the room. A few home comforts
could make all the difference when you arrive and it
could help you get back ‘in the zone’ sooner.
Another significant role is to act as first contact or
gatekeeper should you face any choices in your
birth journey. Every baby and every birth is different
so whilst it’s good to have preferences, you should
also allow for flexibility. Ideally you don’t want
to engage your thinking brain so you can remain
completely focused on your body. To help minimise
interruptions you can ask your care providers to first
speak to your birth partner. If you’ve discussed your
preferences in advance then your birth partner can
often speak on your behalf and then relay only key
messages to you and help you to make a decision.

I remember this was one of the best things my
husband could do to support me during my labour.
If you know you will need to have a caesarean or
end up having an unplanned one or need to be
induced then all of the above still applies. Don’t write
off the role of birth partner in a very medicalised
birth, rather see it as an opportunity for them to be
more involved and help you to do what you can so
you feel empowered and positive whatever journey
your birth takes you on.
Most of all, a good birth partner should stay close
and be a good listener. If the two of you are in tune
with each other then even if you can’t verbalise
clearly what you need, your birth partner will see
and know intuitively how to help you. Trust each
other and work as a team.

BIRTH PARTNER PACKING LIST
•
•

•

•

Own water and snacks - look after yourself
so you can look after mum
If mum wants to try a TENS machine or
birthing ball whilst at home make sure you
know how it works
If you’re planning to take Mum to hospital
make sure you’re familiar with the route
and where to park. Remember if you have
to park at the entrance pre-print a sign and
leave it in your glove box along the lines of:
‘Wife/friend in labour, will move car asap’
Have mum’s VIP contact details saved
should she want you to contact anyone for
her

•

•

•

•

Have a phone charger or even battery pack
to keep phone charged if you need to use it
to play music
If you haven’t attended antenatal classes
with mum, do some homework and ask to
talk about her preferences
Be confident and strong for mum and
introduce yourself to her hospital care team
and tell them to talk to you first so mum isn’t
interrupted
Things to have handy for mum: lip balm,
flannel or mist spray to cool her down, straw
to help her sip water and anything else she
has said may help

PARENTHOOD

MUM GUILT

ANNA MATHUR
PSYCHOTHERAPIST | WRITER | SPEAKER www.annamathur.com
One of the things that tips petrol onto Mum guilt,
turning it from a glowing ember into a ferocious
fireball is the belief that we ‘should’ enjoy every
moment. Here is my battle:
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On the one hand I’m trying to live in the moment
with my boys, fuelled by the very truthful platitudes
of:
‘Make the most of each day’
‘You never know what’s around the corner’
‘One day, when they’ve flown the nest, your heart
will yearn for these days’
‘You’re so lucky to have them. So many can’t’
But on the other hand, I’m stretched by the reality
that amongst the heart-warmingly lovely, the

beautifully mundane, and the ‘can this moment
last forever’ it’s tough being a mum. The days can
be long, meeting your needs becomes so second
place that it can be hard to articulate what they are.
There’s teething and whining, and snot for miles.
There’s fighting and warring and sleepless nights.
There are dark afternoons and tears and rage and
loneliness.
These two things co-exist together in a messy
heap of mum guilt. We feel something negative, or
moan about tiredness, and then there’s an internal
stab of ‘well, you’re lucky to have kids that can
make you tired. Because it means you have kids’.
This is immediately followed by a familiar wave of
silencing guilt. Nobody is telling me this, apart from
my own mind. How can we balance the truth that
having children is a wonderful honour, a miracle
and ultimately a joy, with the day-to-day trials, the

ups and downs and exhaustion? It’s hard to
always live in the moment when the moments
aren’t always breezy. It’s hard to exist in this
tension of ‘it’s good, but man it’s hard’ when it’s
so loaded with guilt.
Be very cautious of turning truths like:
‘Well, that didn’t work..’
‘Breastfeeding is so bloody tough...’
‘She seems like she’s doing a fab job..’
‘That didn’t go as planned..’ Into
I AM A FAILURE.
Oh the times we make huge sweeping
statements about ourselves based on
something we can’t do, struggle to do, wish we
could do, don’t do to the level we wished.
Your heart hears the words your mind say.
I sang ‘hush little baby’ to Florence as she fed
tonight. Because she was screaming out of
overtiredness. I had a flashback to the trauma
of feeding Charlie as he screamed. Sobbing
because I felt like a failure.
Truth : we struggled because of reflux
Lie : I was a failure.
My mind told my heart that over and over again.
My heart started to believe it. YOU are NOT
a failure. In and of yourself, you are a marvel,
a complex mess of wonderful humanity. An
abstract work of art.
Something not going right, and you being a
failure are two entirely different things. Oh how
I wish I could tell my old self that. Sadly she
wouldn’t have believed it. The mind can be so
strong. And so loud. But it’s not always right.
For those who feel more frazzled than dazzling.
For those strugglin’ with the jugglin’. Wobbling
through the transitioning. Finding a new normal.
For those who feel like the last scrap of butter
thinly spread on a hefty wedge of bread,

and egg. I used to believe if I showed the real me, people
would run a mile. But the more you are you, and the less
everyone runs (there will be the odd one along the way),
the more you realise that perhaps the true you is more
acceptable than you used to believe.
You can’t self-improve your way to self acceptance. It’s
about taking little risks of authenticity. Taking opportunities
to speak out where you’d usually be silent. Arguing back
to your harsh inner critic with a more compassionate
alternative. Paying attention to and meeting your own
basic needs. Recognising that more impactful than your
perceived judgement of others, is your own judgement of
yourself.
Anna is a Mum of 3, a psychotherapist, writer and a
speaker. She offers a range of affordable, online anxiety
and people pleasing courses. For more information, you
can contact her:
Instagram:
Facebook:
Email:		

www.instagram.com/annamathur/
www.facebook.com/annamathurcom/
hello@annamathur.com

You’re doing far better than you think.
Much better than you give yourself credit for.
Do the things that HAVE to be done. Then sit
down. Some things can wait. You are not what
you do. You are you. That has value too. Have
some water. Eat some food. Refuel. Rest.
Breathe. Drop those shoulders.
It’s strange. Because the less I try so desperately
to please and appease everyone, the less I
hunger for approval. It’s like reverse chicken
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Stop. Take stock.

PARENTHOOD
THE CLUMSY EXPLORER // 12

“Noa’s arrival was
the most surreal
and incredible
moment of my
life”

Photo: © Lynn Price Photography
All photos courtesy of Susie Amy unless otherwise stated

MY MOTHERHOOD
JOURNEY
SUSIE AMY

Susie is an actress, best known for her role in footballers wives
and has starred in many other TV shows. She lives with her
boyfriend Raph in Surrey and they became new parents to
their daughter Noa in january this year. We caught up with
Susie to hear all about how she’s finding motherhood.

How did you find out you were
pregnant- how did you feel?
I was in Ibiza ‘The Bodycamp’ - it
was a hardcore week of exercise
and healthy eating. And I remember
have the most crippling insomnia. I
was sharing a room with my friend
Kirsty and I would just lie in the
dark for hours. Half way through
the week I asked Kate - who owns
the Bodycamp - if she could get
me a test when she went out to the
shops. I lay awake waiting for the
morning and at 5.45am was in the
bathroom and to my huge delight
it was positive. I kept rechecking
and rechecking the packet, which
of course was in Spanish. I didn’t
tell anyone apart from on a couple
of phone calls I made to home.
Too many questions and views

can overwhelm me when I’m
processing a new situation.
What were your expectations of
motherhood and how have they
differed?
Well I was instantly overwhelmed
with excitement, it’s funny how
your mind skips forward - like fast
forwarding a video - and you’re 5
weeks pregnant imagining how
your 25 year old will be. I didn’t
mind at all if we were having a boy
or a girl - although between me
and my boyfriend Raph we have
five nephews. When we opened
our envelope, that we’d asked the
hospital to seal, on a deserted tree
covered bridge in Rawley Springs,
Virginia half way through an 18
state American road trip - we were
thrilled to find out we were having
our baby girl.
What’s your typical day since
becoming a new parent?
I started off with her just doing
whatever I did. We’ve travelled,
we’d have dinners, we’d stay in
London with Raph’s family and she
would just come to bed with us.
This worked for a while, but when
we got back from a trip to LA her
jetlag was so horrendous I decided

The Motherhood Issue
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Tell me about life before
motherhood?
Life before Noa was varied, I was
away from home a lot, sometimes
working, sometimes travellingwhich is a real love of mine. I had
come to crave some routine and
Noa was the surprise gift that gave
me that! It took me a little while to
adjust - I had been so used to my
life as it was (as I’m sure everyone
is)!
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to brave an actual routine, and it’s much
better for her!

your baby will be upset and distressed
because they are hungry.

Since becoming a new mum, what’s
surprised you and what’s been your
biggest challenge?
Breastfeeding. It was really hard initially
because of pain - which I know happens
to some and not to others - it depends
on your own body and your baby - but
I have to say it becomes so very easy
so please don’t let that put anyone off
trying it. The next issue has been her flat
refusal to take an expressed bottle. If I
had another baby I would personally do
one bottle a day of expressed milk from
the beginning - which of course you’re
advised not to do until breastfeeding
is established incase the baby has a
preference for the bottle. However it’s
a horrible feeling knowing you have
to be away for 4 hours and you know

How have you juggled work
commitments whilst you were
pregnant and also since becoming a
new mum?
It’s been tough - I’ve done bits but Noa is
very reliant on me because of the feeding
so I have to be realistic about what I can
do at the moment.
What’s been your most treasured
memory
since
becoming
new
parents?
Oh my goodness so many things.
Obviously her arrival. The most surreal
and incredible moment of my life. I loved
our recent American trip with her - she
was 5 months old and she was so full of
joy every day of that holiday. We went
to my favourite place Ojai which is in

Ventura County, California - I loved taking both
Noa and Raph there we had the most special
time- it’s a very peaceful place.
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How was your birth experience? Did it go to
plan?
Ha! No of course not! She arrived a couple of
days before her due date which I didn’t expect
because my sisters babies were all extremely
late. Noa showed to be a bigger baby and
they had wanted to induce me at 38 weeks - I
declined - but they wouldn’t agree to let me go
beyond my due date. I had been in bed for only
90 minutes when my contractions started at 2am
- my waters broke 30 minutes later. They asked
me to come in to the hospital because of the
waters, and then of course they sent me home.
Those journeys didn’t help me - and I’d started
vomiting. When we went back into the hospital at
10am and the birth pool was being run for me- I
changed my mind and I just knew I wanted an
epidural- I was so weak from being sick and so
sleepy. What a saviour the epidural was for me
that they finally got for me 10 hours into labour- I
actually got an hour of sleep. It made me love the
rest of the day- although it majorly slowed things
down. I never got regular contractions back,
even after then being put on the highest level of
the hormone drip. All that mattered was that she
arrived safely without any further intervention at
1.26am on the 17th January.

I love your instagram page and
especially seeing pictures of your
gorgeous baby girl. How do you
decide what to share online and
what to keep to yourself?
Part of me would love to share more.
Raph isn’t hugely comfortable with
social media which I totally understand.
I have some friends who would never
put any photo of their children on
social media and other friends who put
everything on. It’s all for the parents
to judge. It’s so tempting to upload
everything! But it does make me
nervous that photos become public
property and are there for anyone to
comment on.
What’s the most important thing
you’ve learned since becoming a
parent?
Time
management.
I’m
more
organised now than before. She isn’t a
very good sleeper, and she had been
initially when she slept when we did.
It’s made me realise how little sleep
you can get by on!! It’s also given me
a huge appreciation that everyone was
someone’s baby- which even if I’m
irritated makes me softer. I’m always
emotional now for everyone and
anything.
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How has becoming a parent changed your
perspective on life? Do you have any big
fears as a mother?
My hope - as I guess it is for every parent - is that
she has a life she’s emotionally and physically
equipped to handle. I know no one’s life is happy
every single day and upsetting things happen
and I hate the thought of one moment of that for
her- but I just try and be very calm around hervery soothing - always there when she cries. For
every parent it’s just about doing the most you
can do- and that’s all you can do.
If you could go back to those first few weeks
after Noa was born, what advice/reassurance
would you give yourself?
I don’t think I would change much, I’m pretty
kind to myself and I knew I wasn’t the most
knowledgeable person when it comes to babies.
I would have reassured myself that breastfeeding
would become easier. I was timing every feed
and frequency of them and I don’t think I would
do that again.

What one piece of advice would you give a
new mum?
I would always say follow your own instincts
and make your own decisions and know that
every baby is different- it can be frustrating
when everyone has a view on how you are
doing things so never let that get you down.
Be especially kind to yourself. That’s the most
important thing. I did a lot of reading and formed
my own methods that I felt comfortable with - so
parent as you choose to. Also be forgiving to
yourself if things aren’t perfect. It’s hard to get
everything right all day every day!
And finally, happiness is.....
I believe different for everyone. I’ve always
viewed a successful person as someone who
enjoys their life. My dad is such a good example
and I want to be the same example for Noa. It’s
not about where you live or what you earn or
how you look. If you can find joy in the little things
and make the most of whatever life throws your
way - I think that that’s happiness.
Susie Amy | Actress | My Motherhood Journey | @susieamy
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MINDFUL MUMMIES
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POLLY & KATE

We are Polly and Kate, two sisters who have both been
fortunate enough to have become first time mothers in
the last year. To say that parenting is a roller coaster
is a bit of a cliché, I know, but it’s also completely true.
Up and down, round and round you go, sometimes
screaming, sometimes laughing, sometimes just praying
you’ll survive it. From hormones to stretch marks,
child birth to sleep deprivation, motherhood is an
adventure like none other. The rapid changes in your
body, your lifestyle, and your very identity call for a
certain mental agility. Having a child calls on all your
resources – physically, mentally and emotionally, and
it is so easy to lose sight of your own needs during this
time. After becoming new mums we quickly realised just
how important it was to prioritise our own self care and
feel strongly about supporting other women to become
‘mindful mummies’.
Growing up with mental illness in our family and the
stigma that comes attached to it, we have always been

very aware of our own and others’ mental health/
wellbeing. Through our ‘mindful mummy’ work,
our campaign, ‘make a mindful generation’,
was born. We believe there is no better way
to teach our children than by example and
that by practicing our own self care, respect
and love, in turn we can raise children with an
honest, forgiving and accepting love. We want
to support and empower other mums to practice
loving and accepting themselves exactly as they
are, to be able to raise their children with this
shared message and create a generation with
greater self-awareness and the freedom to have
judgement free thoughts.
Tickets to our next event are now on sale at
www.mindfulmummies.com and all profits will
be donated to PANDAs foundation - a charity
supporting mothers with their mental health.

ILLUSTRATION: ANNA LEWIS @SKETCHYMUMA

ITS DIFFERENT NOW
AUTHOR: @MOTHER_TRUTHS

He’s off to work bearing the weight of the bills
Her indoors with 12 hours to fill
And up 6 times in the night still
Each thinking that the other
Has struck the better deal
Casting up
And putting down
Petty remarks and resentments abound
So much more to disagree about now
Negotiating lie-ins
That were once spent together
Taking turns
When one is under the weather
Tag-teaming, ships in the night
That never-ending relay race
Passing the baton for another hour
Right, it’s your turn, I’m off for a shower
But when all’s said and done
If i could choose anyone to
Navigate through
This parent hood [journey]
It would always be you
Eavesdropping and smiling
At the little chats you have
Remembering that
You’re a bloody good dad
But oh remember
That bloated adolescence of ours?
Carefree and easy
Doing nothing for hours
And of course, I wouldn’t change it
It’s better now we’ve him
I guess what I’m saying is,
I miss you a bit!

MEET THE PUKKAS | FLEX APPEAL

FLEX
APPEAL

ANNA WHITEHOUSE | @MOTHER_PUKKA
MATT FARQUHARSON | @PAPA_PUKKA
Anna Whitehouse and Matt Farquharson, AKA
The Pukkas, are a husband and wife team
campaigning to make flexible working for all
mainstream,
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Living the ‘job share’ life both as parents and
professionally, they use social media to share
their honest, frank experience of life and
parenthood.
The couple previously had a Sunday Times
Best Seller ‘Parenting the Sh** out of Life’ and
their next book ‘Where’s my happy ending’ is
due out in February 2020 and is available for
pre-order now.
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ANNA WHITEHOUSE | FLEX APPEAL

“I QUIT...”
ANNA WHITEHOUSE

INTRODUCTION BY NATASHA DAVIES
I was lucky enough to meet Anna at a
recent event. Having talked to her about the
magazine, she kindly agreed I could feature
this post to explain how #FlexAppeal came
about. For more information on the campaign
as well as how you can get involved, you can
find her website here: www.motherpukka.
co.uk

This post originally appeared on Anna’s
blog in March 2016
It was never the prize for excellence, always
effort that I’d bag at school. I’m a grafter, a
reviser, a Post-it note lover, a Sellotape-overthe-cracks kinda gal who has one USP (other
than Grade 3 on the triangle): determination.
So quitting my job today as senior copywriter
at The L’Oreal Group hurt. It was against
everything I’ve grown to know about myself.
As women, mothers, wives, partners and
friends, we don’t quit y’see. We fail repeatedly
at things, we mess up, we stress out but never
seem to throw in the towel – however much
Weetabix is being mashed into your face by
an E-colour fuelled toddler.
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The word itself turns me a bit cold. To quit: to
stop, cease or discontinue. I’ve had to stop,
cease and discontinue a career that stemmed
from reading teen rag Bliss Magazine in 1991
and thinking, ‘I like words, I want to write some
of those.’ This can be my thing!
It led to an internship at Heat Magazine
where I met H from Steps (a career high); I
then bagged a job as a reporter on Practical
Caravan (is there ever an impractical
caravan?) and ended up being their tow bar
expert before slipping onto Horticulture Week
and learning how to spell ‘fuchsia’.
It’s a career that led me to my husband @

papa_pukka – a fellow reporter on the
salubrious Human Resources magazine and
took me to Dubai, a Swarovski-encrusted
dictatorship where I wrote about shoes and
handbags for Grazia; then onto Amsterdam
where I was the Vice Editor at Time Out
Amsterdam – I would pitch up to sex parties
and write notes, before interviewing the
founder on his favoured lube.
That’s just my (fairly low-brow) career path;
every mother, every parent has a path.
We all make decisions along the way –
from seemingly essential GCSE choices
and summer pub jobs to Monster boards,
degrees in surf studies (?) and ultimately
deciding how to make everything you’ve
worked for work with your family.
I’m friends with baristas, barristers, stayat-office-mums,
stay-at-home
mums,
Instamums, Instabums, bloggers, sloggers,
mum bosses and mum-don’t-give-a-tosses,
cupcake bakers, cake fakers and everything
inbetween. But the one thing that unites us
all as parents is the struggle to make work
actually work. (And laughing/ crying together
through the madness.)
I don’t think it works. I’ve given it a good
innings but at 34 I’m hanging up my press
pass and gracefully edging out of the office
because I don’t want to be the one scrambling
to daycare like a rasping labrador anymore.
I can’t be the one landing in a mangled
maternal heap at 6.07pm, with Mae sat
alone – mini backpack on, wide-eyed and
wondering why everyone else has been
picked up. I can’t turn my back on her anymore
as she’s hollering ‘Mama’ and begging for
me to stay in the morning – during the week,
she’s with her carer 38 hours, awake with us
16 hours, that ratio cuts deep. I don’t want to
have to shell out 1 quid for every minute I’m
over 6pm at daycare.
And I can’t skulk out of the office at 5pm,
feeling like a maternal pariah.
I can’t do it. And I know I’m not alone – 54,000
mothers feel pushed to leave employment
every year, according to the brilliant website
pregnantthenscrewed.com.

IMAGE SOURCE: ://WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/EMILYGRAYPHOTO

And this covers the full gamut – those who
are forced out by bell-end bosses (one friend
said her company only ever discussed her
‘leaving’, never going on ‘maternity leave’
when she announced her pregnancy) to
those who trot out of the office merrily only
to regret it six months later – it’s hard to go
back, there’s always someone bouncier and
less yoghurt-stained ready to slot into your
position.
And what hurts more is The L’Oreal Group, a
huge multi-billion pound company employing
more than 78,600 people are great. They’re
one of best companies I’ve worked for –
the people are great, the work is great, the
doubled-ended volume mascara is great.
I wish I’d had a dramatic exit with requisite
flouncing and an official escorting out of the
building as I holler ‘you’re not worth it’.
They gave me as much flexibility as the role
could muster, but they moved our creative
studio a further half an hour away from us (I
see Mae 10 minutes a day as it is) and that
one change was the straw that broke this
mama’s back. The role was flexible, but not
Cirque de Soleil level – I needed a glitterembellished contortionist as an employer to
make this work.
But what gives me hope as I quit my honest-togod-dream-job is a wave of parents rolling up
their Sudocrem-smattered sleeves going ‘let’s
do this’. A bunch of people who have realised
big brands aren’t getting it and probably won’t
in our lifetime. For every fresh company that
offers flexible working for people – we’re not
just talking parents, but everyone – there’s
7,690 that are set in their archaic ways.

IMAGE: @THESURREYMUMMA
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What I’ve seen in this brave new digitally
savvy parental world that’s leaving these

gargantuan brands in its wake is that with
some hard graft, an understanding of
Instagram and enough people willing to lift
up instead of tearing down, we can do this.
Forget ‘Instamums’, forget the ‘cool mum’
blather, we’re all laughing as much as we’re
crying and wondering how long that Thomas
the Tank Engine plaster has been stuck in
our barnet. We’re in this together – be that
Lennie & Co’s FRIYAY t-shirts or Don’t Buy
Her Flowers’ packages for knackered new
mums and every new parent-run business
or blog inbetween.
We’re just a rabble of mothers who don’t
want it all, but want something.
My something is to be with my daughter and
pull in cold, hard cash whenever, wherever
I can (without it being illegal) – be that in
the playground or at my Ketchup-smattered
kitchen table.
Career, you’ve been fruitful but it’s time to
stumble (not jump – too knackered) off the
precipice into something else; something
that will involve fighting for flexible working
in global brands; fighting for reducing
extortionate daycare rates and trying to
build a platform that champions parent-run
businesses one Instagram post at a time.
It’s time to see what’s out there – even if it is
just having Weetabix mashed into my face.
Mother Pukka, indeed.
Original post: www.motherpukka.co.uk
All photos courtesy of MotherPukka unless stated

Emma The Made up Mom

*Mindfulness practitioner
*1-1 sessions
*Home visits
*Mental health advocate
*Self care support
*Wellbeing courses for mums
www.emmathemadeupmom.com

Courses include
*Mindfulness and relaxation techniques
*Aromatherapy facial and self care tips for busy
mamas
*Postnatal fitness
*Parenting support with Nursery nurse/health visitor
(trained in ages 0-19)
*Life admin session
*Information guide. mental health signposting,
journal and local services directory.
*Small, friendly and non judgemental groups.
Morning sessions for mums and babies aged 0-8months
Evening sessions for mums of Toddlers to teenagers
10/10 Customer feedback surevy for improvement in overall wellbeing- 2019

@themadeupmom

INSTAGRAMMERS

to follow

#01

#02

#03

// @BECOOLERUK

// @MAVENCONNEX

// @THE_MOTHER_BOX

‘BE COOLER’ is about being cooler

Emma and Louise run Maven

The Mother Box range of gifts for

than the bullies, being cooler than

the trolls, being cooler than the kid

new mums is designed to celebrate

and support all new mums and

that has to be mean, being yourself

Emma is a full time blogger who left

knowing that if you are a victim of

a better work life balance. Emma

Each gift box is accompanied with an

way to riches’.

by Alexis & Beccy (authors of best-

and being proud of who you are and
bullying you are not alone.
WHAT WE DO

teaching five years ago to claw back

is also the author of ‘Blogging your

BE COOLER is an anti Cyberbullying

Louise

stand against Cyberbullying and

aspects of running a successful

enterprise. We are here to make a
raise awareness of the damage it
can cause.

OUR WORK

BE COOLER aims to make a social
impact. This means any money

we make from fundraising goes to
benefitting the community
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Connex - blogger events.

FIND OUT MORE:

WWW.BECOOLER.CO.UK

is

understands

very
all

creative

the

and

technical

blog.

mums-to-be.

exclusive booklet written especially

selling book “The Little Book Of Self
Care For New Mums”) which is full

of helpful tips and tricks learned firsthand during their years of supporting
new mums and mums-to-be.

Following their successful London

If you’re looking for something more

event planned for 24th November.

your own Mother Box by simply

event in October, they have a festive

This will be held at De Vere Tortworth
Court in Gloucestershire. Tickets
can be purchased online here:
Book here

personalised, you can now build

choosing from a wide range of
pampering, self-care products – it
couldn’t be easier!

All gift boxes are hand packed
and are sent with a personalised,
handwritten gift card.

WWW.THEMOTHERBOX.CO.UK
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PREGNANCY & BIRTH

HEALING BIRTH
TRAUMA
RACHEL CLARKE
Rachel from Hey Mama
Hypnobirthing talks us
through how to heal
previous birth trauma in
pregancy so you don’t
have to fear it next time.
Finding out that you are pregnant again after having a bad
or traumatic birth experience can bring up a lot of feelings
of fear and anxiety which may heighten in the months
leading up to your baby’s arrival. In this article I hope to
explore how you can heal the trauma from a previous birth
as well as some ideas about relieving any fear or worry
you may be experiencing during your current pregnancy.

You can reduce your day to day feelings of anxiety in
pregnancy by using hypnobirthing and mindfulness
techniques. Hypnobirthing aims to release fear around
birth, it gives you the tools to keep calm in labour
and develops your knowledge around your options.
Mindfulness aligns to hypnobirthing because noticing
how you are feeling in the present and focusing on the
here and now encourages you to be more attuned to your
intuition and instinct. You are the best expert on your body
and your baby so following what feels right and trusting
yourself will make labour and birth far more positive.
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It’s thought around 30% of people in the UK will find some
part of their perinatal or birth experience traumatising (Birth
Trauma Association). Partners can also feel traumatised
so preparing for another birth together, resolving any
trauma from the previous birth will be so helpful to moving
forward towards a positive pregnancy and birth. In a recent
campaign by the National Childbirth Trust (NCT) named
#HiddenHalf, it’s thought that many pregnant women are
living with perinatal mental health or emotional wellbeing
issues like anxiety but are not being recognised or picked
up by their healthcare professionals. There may still be
the perception of stigma attached to speaking up about
troubling feelings, whether they stem from birth trauma or
not.

Explore your specific fears with a traumainformed hypnobirthing teacher who will show
you how to use guided hypnobirthing relaxation
scripts to stop and notice your breathing, to
calm your mind and to encourage your body to
relax. Positive birth affirmation cards such as
the Hey Mama cards are a great tool to reframe
negative thought patterns around birth.
Use a grounding mindfulness technique to
bring you back to the present if you start to feel
out of control. One example many find helpful is
this: Notice five things you can see, four things
you can hear, three things you can touch, two
things you can smell and one thing you can
taste. Focus on the present and pay attention
to your bodily sensations. Intuitiveness and
trusting your gut is vital in labour so you
know when to reach out for medical support if
something doesn’t feel right or normal.
Relaxation is a skill, the more we practice it the
better we become so the aim in hypnobirthing
is to make getting to that deeply relaxed state
almost second nature during labour and birth.
Our pain receptors become less sensitive over
time which is great for labour, but also being
in a relaxed state helps you to make more
rational decisions in your labour journey.
Dealing with anxiety in pregnancy
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Why is it so important to remain calm and relaxed
in pregnancy? Keeping relaxed during the
perinatal period has many benefits to both you
and your baby. Lowering the stress hormones
in the body such as adrenaline and cortisol not
only benefits you but as hormones can cross the
placenta blood barrier, your baby will feel calmer
too. You will be able to sleep better and lower your
blood pressure whilst making time to bond with
your baby before they arrive.
Diaphragmatic breathing, otherwise known
as deep, calming breathing, looks to reduce
the effect of adrenaline and the sympathetic
nervous system (the ‘flight, fight or freeze’ stress
response) and activates the parasympathetic
nervous system (the ‘rest and digest’ response).
Try breathing in through your nose whilst counting
to four, then release your breath slowly and in a
controlled way out through your mouth for seven.
Notice that your belly is being pushed out so that
you are using the full breadth of your diaphragm.
Do this for a minute and notice how relaxed you
feel. If you need to, carry on for another minute or
until you feel more grounded. This breath is also
useful for labour so start practicing today!

Ways to deal with trauma from your first
birth
If you are struggling to cope with the trauma of
your first birth, you may have PTSD. Visit your

GP for an assessment and ask about Traumainformed CBT (Cognitive-Behavioural Therapy)
and EMDR (Eye-Movement Desensitisation and
Reprocessing) therapy. A shorter intervention is
the 3 Step Rewind for Birth Trauma which is a
technique that uses hypnotherapy to reduce the
heavy feelings and symptoms you may be feeling.
One of the benefits of 3 Step Rewind over EMDR
or CBT is that it is completely safe to undertake
when you are pregnant as you are encouraged
to be in a deeply relaxed state. You only need to
tell as much of the story as you are comfortable
with and you are guided to mentally deal with the
trauma and imagine a state without those residual
feelings without having to repeat the event
verbally over and over. Other things such as yoga
or massage, that encourage the mind and body
to reconnect can be very healing for birth trauma.
How to prepare for birth this time around
My biggest tip for preparing for birth whether it’s
your first or fifth is to know all of your options in

care which has been shown to improve satisfaction
levels as well as health outcomes for mother and
baby can’t be guaranteed currently through the NHS
so if you are able to, look into hiring an Independent
Midwife or Doula to support you.
Don’t be afraid to ask for a planned C-Section if you
want one. There is no guilt or shame in requesting for
an abdominal birth if that will help you feel in control
and many people have a positive experience giving
birth this way. Most hospitals will facilitate a gentle
C-Section that includes having your own music
playing, immediate skin to skin and delayed cord
clamping to make the whole experience as calming
as possible.

Consider where you give birth this time around.
Did you know that the safest place for a lowrisk, pregnant person to birth for the second time
round is at home? According the latest Birthplace
Cohort Study in 2017, 96% of multiparous women
(second or subsequent birth) who attempted a
home birth were successful. That number lowers
to 79% in a labour ward, however that is still many
women who were able to have a hands off birth
in hospital. Unfortunately continuity of midwifery

Rachel Clarke BSc(Hons) DipHb(KGH) is the
founder of Hey Mama Hypnobirthing Co., a KG
Hypnobirthing teacher and Traumatic Birth Recovery
3 Step Rewind Practitioner. Her special interest
is supporting clients with perinatal mental health
issues and birth trauma. She lives in Weybridge with
her partner Dai and her son Dylan.
To contact Rachel for a free 15 minute consultation
or to purchase Hey Mama Birth Afffirmation cards:
Website:
Instagram:
Facebook:

www.heymamahypnobirthing.com
hey_mama_hypnobirthing
HeyMamaHypnobirthing.
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terms of place of birth, comfort measures and
possible interventions that will be offered to you
(not forgetting that you are responsible for your
birth so you have the right to say no!) and to
communicate your preferences with your birth
partner and midwife team.

Many people find having a calm, confident second
birth with the right support to be an extremely healing
experience. Reminding yourself to make time in the
day to relax and focus on bonding with this baby will
make you feel less anxious and improve your birth
experience.

PARENTHOOD

THE LANGUAGE
REVOLUTION
DANIELLE BLACKBURN

Have you been put off learning languages for life by your GCSE teacher? Danielle
Blackburn, linguist, teacher and mum of two, talks to us about why we should all give
learning languages a go with our babies.
“Wow, languages – I wish I had been better at
“Languages are scary for Brits but they
them when I was at school”. This is the normal
response when people find out what I do but for
needn’t be. After all, we’ve learned one
me, languages have just always been the thing
I’ve been interested in. Whilst other kids were
of the toughest languages - English!”
getting excited about makeup or football, I was
getting excited about why some letters had funny
lines above them in French, or why Russian had time, was just how beneficial these classes
a totally different alphabet. Priorities hey?
would be.
Fast forward to now, and I have been
teaching my own Babel Babies sessions for
a year across nurseries and preschools and
I have seen that little ones really do make the
best linguists. Incredibly, language learning
begins even before birth and babies can
recognise their mother tongue when they are
born. Importantly though, they can hear any
sound in any language for most of their first
year and only start to tune into the language
It was in 2017, shortly after my second daughter they hear most after about ten months.
was born, that I attended my first Babel Babies
class. The teacher and founder of the company, This means they can pick out those tricky
Cate Hamilton, explained that we would be rolled ‘r’s or guttural sounds that simply don’t
singing in lots of different languages and that exist in English right from the word go. The
by the time our 6 week term was up, we’d all be more you can expose your child to foreign
singing the Portugese Music Man song and Incy languages at an early age, the better as you
Wincy in Arabic. Naturally as a linguaphile I was will not only be creating a positive relationship
hooked, and she was right. The classes took my with languages, but also a permanent neural
daughters and I on an adventure across Europe, map of all they are hearing even if there is
over to Japan, back via Mexico with a stop off a big time gap before they pick them up
in Norway all through singing and stories. It was again (i.e. at school). Their brains really are
incredible, but perhaps what I didn’t realise at the incredible!
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Nevertheless, I fell in love with languages and
pursued them right through university studying
French and Russian before deciding that the best
career route would be becoming a secondary
languages teacher. Honestly, it was a job I
absolutely loved, but after having two children, I
took the difficult decision to take a step back from
the classroom in order to gain more flexibility and
have more time with my girls.

Got 5 minutes to spare?

Why not download one of these apps to
help you learn a new language?
Duolingo
uTalk
Babbel

And yet, language education in the UK is at an
all-time low. With all this talk of Brexit, changes
to GCSEs and A Levels, and a general fear
of foreign languages, there is reason to be
concerned for the future of languages. I guess
you could ask, why are they important??
Well there is a growing school of thought that

Research published in 2014 showed that adults’
brains remained flexible for longer when they had
learned a second language (you are never too
old!) and that the process of learning languages
slowed down the onset of Alzheimer’s Disease.
And not only will learning a language help your
brain, or allow you to get by on holiday, but they
also bring with them the opportunity to discover a
whole new culture, its artists, writers, film, music,
food. The world really is your oyster when it comes
to learning a language.
As for the kids, it would seem that children who
are brought up with exposure to more than one
language can not only speak more than one
language (and boy do they pick them up quickly!)
but the workout it gives their brains gives them
cognitive advantages in other subjects such
as Mathematics, and also helps them block out
distractions in noisy classrooms as they are used
to focussing on one language while ignoring
distracting signals in the other.
All this is well and good I hear you say? But what is
actually happening in our children’s classrooms?
Well the answer is dependent on the school, but as
a general rule of thumb, not much when it comes
to languages. My most recent role has seen me
teach French in an excellent primary school in the
Cotswolds. What I find most fascinating is that the
people I work with will happily teach every subject
known to man, from meteors to Romans and from
the water cycle to relationships. But, when I asked

Not sure where to start? Danni gives
us her top tips!
1. Don’t be afraid to speak to your baby in a
foreign language if you can. Their brains
are perfect for recognising new sounds. In
short, you can’t and won’t confuse them.
2. Pick something you feel comfortable
doing. In our house, we mainly speak
different languages when reading stories.
The Usborne “That’s not my…” series is
available in a range of languages.
3. Sing! We all know the words to Frere
Jacques and it’s because music provides
the perfect basis for a new language. It’s
how lots of people learn English after all!
If you’re stuck, Spotify is great for some
foreign nursery rhymes!
4. Even if you don’t speak a foreign
language, speak about other countries
and that they speak other languages.
Take away the assumption that we’re all
the same – after all that would be so very
boring!
5. Remember - you don’t have to be
perfect. With all things parenting, trying
your best is really all you can do and
anything you do will help both your
baby’s brain and yours!

If you’d like to find out more about speaking foreign languages, or follow Danni’s adventures with her
children, check her out on Instagram @danstar212 or her blog, www.monkeyandpal.com
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languages could be one of the best brain-training
activities out there. So, babies’ development aside,
learning a foreign language will be good for us
parents too.

them about their language provision,
the response
was that they were too scared to
teach it because they don’t know a
foreign language. There really is a
fear. I understand that languages
are scary for many Brits. Hours of
repeating the irregular perfect tense
is enough to put even the keenest
of linguists off, but language lessons
needn’t be like this. Rather what we
should be doing is empowering our
teachers at all levels, and in turn
our children, to see that we are all
linguists. After all we have all learned
what is arguably one of the trickiest
languages in learning English.
And given that at least 29% of our
‘English’ words come from a foreign
language, we have a great foot in
the door to learning new ones!

PARENT
TRIBE LIVE:
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MOTHERHOOD PURPOSE, IDENTIY + YOU
Parent Tribe LIVE brings you exclusive oneoff events, speakers and workshops in Surrey.
Their aim is to help us all have the most
connected, fun and positive experience of
motherhood. From pregnancy, birth, wellbeing,
careers, entrepeneurship, parenting and new
ideas you can discover more about. Whatever
stage you’re at, get connected with yourself
and your tribe at their events.
AUTHOR: 		
PHOTOGRAPHY:

Natasha Davies
Emily Clark
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PARENTHOOD
When I arrived at the Parent Tribe LIVE event
in Reigate on 1st October, I had no idea how
inspirational and moving an event it was going
to be.
Miriam Greaves, the founder of Parent Tribe
and a qualified Hypnobirthing practitioner,
mindfullness teacher and speaker, invited
Zoe Blaskey - host of the No.1 podcast
‘The Motherkind’ and Jessica Huie MBE entrepeneur and author of bestselling book
Purpose, to sit on a panel to talk all things
Motherhood chaired by Miriam.
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The three introduced themselves begnning
with how they got to where they are - their
journeys through life challenges and what has
made them who they are today.
Zoe Blaskey is the host of the No.1 podcast
The Motherkind Podcast, where she talks all
things motherhood as well as interviewing
some incredible public figures and well known
experts.
Jessica Huie MBE, a teenage mum turned
successful PR career-woman working with
the likes of Samuel L Jackson and Meghan
Markle, was named one of Britain’s most
inspiring entrepeneurs and sits on Glamour
magazines Powelist as one of the UKs most

influential women.
The thing these three women all have in
common is that they are mothers who havent
always found it easy and have proactively gone
in search for support and subsequently shared
their stories with other mums. The importance
of self-care, mental health awareness and
being kind to yourself was the golden thread
running through this event.
Everyone connected with each other. The
masks came off and there was energy and
passion in the conversation - we laughed, we
cried, we put ourselves out there exposed!
What came back was love, support and
validation. There was so much support from
everyone and it truly demonstrated a tribe of
people all there with the same aim - to learn, be
vulnerable and to support each other.
Zoe demonstrated an exercise asking the room
to close their eyes for a minute and to checkin with ourselves - how were we feeling? This
is something I probably hadn’t asked myself
much since becoming a new mum - you just
keep going and hoping that you’ll have enough
energy to get you through the day. This was
such a powerful exercise and something that
Zoe suggests doing daily.

”WHEN OUR CHILDREN
REFLECT ON THEIR

CHILDHOOD, THEY AREN’T

GOING TO REMEMBER HOW

TIDY THE HOUSE WAS, HOW
PERFECT THE DINNER WAS,
HOW MANY PLAYDATES

THEY WENT ON OR WHAT
YOU LOOKED LIKE. THEY
WILL REMEMBER HOW IT
FELT”

ZOE BLASKEY, MOTHERKIND

Jessica then talked about the importance of
trusting and letting go. We have to let go of all
that we are not and when we do this, we will
open ourselves up to new opportunities and
new experiences. Jessica shared that when
she feels overwhelmed, she treats hersefl as
she would have treated her daugher when
she was little - with kindness, compassion and
patience.

@ParentTribeDotCom
@Motherkind_Zoe
@Jessica_Huie_
With special thanks to @emily_clarkphotography for the event
photography .

It was an incredible, inspiring event. The
connection and community that came together
for this event was like nothing I had ever
experienced. Parenthood is hard, a milion
times a day I question whether I’m doing things
right and I worry that I’m not good enough. I
know I’m not alone! What we need to learn to
do is to be kinder to ourselves and to let go of
the perfectionist world that we live in and just
be.

Follow Parent Tribe and the guest speakers
on instagram:
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For more information on future events and
workshops, plus details of Parent Tribe birth
preparation classes, go to www.parenttribe.
com

INSPIRATION & WELLBEING - VENUE
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“Woodhaven has
wellbeing at its
heart”

All photos courtesy of Woodhaven Space

WOODHAVEN:

ECO-SMART & WELLBEING VENUE
NICKY YATES
Nicky is a wellbeing coach from Horsell, Surrey. Nicky designed Woodhaven with
wellbeing at its heart. Having experienced numerous allergies as a family, including
dust mites, fruit, nuts and some chemicals, Nicky knew something had to change for
the health of her family. That’s where the idea for Woodhaven was hatched.

Tell us more about the project?
The panels above ground are insulated with
rapeseed oil which has set as hard as resin, an
amazing natural insulator sandwiched between
OSB panels, then clad in brick at the front and
wood to the rear, hence “woodhaven”. When
carrying out the excavation, our “Bagshot Gold”
sand (similar to that on Horsell common and
made famous by H.G Wells) was donated to
locals in need of sandy soil and we re-used the
old footings, concrete and timber as much as
possible to make the shuttering for the basement.
We had to have a basement to ensure sufficient
quiet space for the eco-plant utilised from the
solar, to the water filtration systems to remove
heavy metals, hormones, antibiotics, micro
plastics from the water, we therefore bottle our
own still sparkling filtered water so no air miles
on our “bottled water”.
What about the interior?
We have blinds and solid CE certified oak floors
and natural stone throughout with no curtains or
carpets to minimise allergens. Woodhaven has
window and ceiling blinds throughout, to ensure

we can reduce solar gain on hot days and retain
warmth in the winter months to reduce the need
to use the underfloor heating. The triple glazed
windows, with no trickle vents mean we have
a state of the Art MHVR system which keeps
humidity levels to around 30% ensuring that
dust mites cannot thrive and the air system
filters the incoming air for pollen and pollution
and warms the incoming air with the stale air
from the bathrooms meaning the heating is
rarely needed. All lighting, both overhead and
table lamps, is 100% low energy lighting and all
appliances are maximum efficiency. There are
no carpets or curtains to harbour mites, living
plants are in abundance to help with the natural
environment too.
Natural materials, both hidden in the build and
exposed (wood, glass and stone) are utilised
throughout woodhaven to keep us healthy. The
wood is finished using traditional methods so that
we don’t need to maintain this with chemicals or
new paints etc going forward.
The pool and spa is incredible - is this ecofriendly too?
Yes, absolutely! They utilise oxygen and ozone
as a low chemical alternative to high chemical
equivalents which is far gentler on the skin. This
means we are able to swim without stripping the
natural oils from our already sensitive skin.
The garden is so tranquil, surely that takes a lot
of upkeep and dare I ask, watering?
It does however we have a 4,500 litre
underground rain harvest tank so the garden is
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How did you start with the Woodhaven
project?
I spent months trawling building shows to learn
more about eco-green technologies we could
employ to ensure the health of the building
inside as well as being eco-conscious to the
health of our planet. I drew the rear elevation and
designed the interior with my family and then a
local architect took the paperwork through local
planning for us.
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always watered, even through the summer, Woodhaven and we really want to continue this
with rain water.
journey as well as continue living here as a family
and so that is where the ‘eco-space retreat’ idea
As well as being your home, Woodhaven began. I initially experimented by hosting groups of
is also available as a meeting and event friends, and friends of friends for various wellbeing
venue. Tell us more?
retreats including spa days and yoga retreats. The
Woodhaven has been a real labour of love. result - Woodhaven Space was conceived! We now
It was always my dream to provide a healthy utilise our building whilst the children are at school
building for my family to grow and live in. mainly, as an inspiring environment, purpose built,
However, we only completed the project healthy eco-smart venue, designed with wellbeing at
a year ago - seven years after we started. its foundation.
There were many factors that contributed
to this - from unreliable project managers Wow what a journey! A venue with a difference,
and contractors to a so-called eco-expert particularly for corporate events sounds very
who failed to ensure competency with the exciting!
eco-solution, coupled with challenging It really is exciting. My previous corporate life and
economic times, redundancy and family travel saw me travel to dull, dark hotel conference
challenges - but we feel so passionate rooms, uninspiring places without windows and
about what we have achieved with with the constant din of noise from other groups in

adjacent rooms all trying to motivate their teams for the
coming year. Challenging at best, demotivating at worst!

That all sounds incredible. You must be so proud of
what you have achieved with Woodhaven, and so
must your family!
We are all so proud of Woodhaven. It really is a family
venture. Our teenage children have built our website, help
with social media and video for events as well as helping
with events when they are around. Our most requested
team member though is Chloe - our therapy dog! She is
a non-shedding hypoallergenic cockapoo, always by my
side or cuddling up to our guests or visiting local care
homes too!
What events do you have coming up that we might be
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Consequently, I now offer a fabulous alternative
“exclusive use only” to groups and teams i.e. one per
day to ensure facilitators utilise the numerous rooms from
presentation studio with full AV technology for meetings
with 4K smartscreens, to informal break out rooms,
various adaptable layouts and configurations. We also
host private groups for company meetings, off-site days,
training workshop and have also hosted events such as
menopause days, a fashion show for a local boutique and
also of late, a shoot location for the exciting Bollywood
remake of “The Girl on the train” due for release early
2020.
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able to come along to?
Our first pop up supper club takes place on
15th November, with the amazing Lorna Nanda
Gangotra from the little Indian kitchen, a local
celebrity and extremely talented lass, who has
wowed Woking at the food and drink festival
and local farmers markets too. More to come
so watch this space as ‘Feast! Autumn supper
club’ sold out within days!

day. Food Envy London, based locally are teaming
up with us to dress the venue accordingly.
23rd November
Food Envy London are also planning a supper club
with us - see Eventbrite for details.
Why not book your own festive company meeting
plus lunch or a wellbeing retreat with friends?

21st November - daytime
Winter Supper club with Jo and John Hodgson of
“School Hours” Yoga and Wellbeing event with the Horsell Kitchen - date TBC
Julie Fastiggi
Contact us for more information or to custom
21st November - evening
design your own corporate or leisure retreat:
Winter Wellbeing ideas for your mental and
physical wellbeing. From essential oils, travel www.woodhaven.space
ideas CBD oil information and nutrition advice.
Festive events
Tel: 07802256523
Our latest launch are our Festive company offsite
days to combine fabulous catering by Holly @woodhavenspace
Sugar’s Food Envy London from November to
January 2020 with a company meeting for the

WHAT I’VE LEARNT
RETURNING TO WORK
KELLY TAYLOR
6 months back at work, so I naturally show a
picture of me at home!
What have I learnt coming back from my
second maternity leave that I can pass on
to you? Well firstly, nothing really changes.
Sure people’s proces and passwords may,
but fundamentally it’s still the same place it
was before you left.
Secondly, you have had a baby, not a
lobotomy. You are still the very same,
amazing, capable at your job human you
were before you left. Information doesn’t just
fall out of your brain becuase you stuffed in
too many nursery rhymes!
Thirdly, embrace the new routine. You’ll be
surprised at how quickly the ‘new’ becomes
the norml Yes, even the 5:50am get ups!
And last but certainly not least...enjoy
reclaiming that piece of self you thought was
lost in a sea of nappies, baby classes and
mashed banana for ever. It’s not about the
hot tea, adult conversation or going to the loo
with the door closed (although awesome!).
It’s about coming out of the fog, meeting the
new you and finding out what she’s about.
Things have changed and do you know
what? - so have you and that’s ok!
Just promise me you won’t be too hard on yourself because let’s be frank, the mental and physical
wload on working parents is tough enough, You will have wobbles, especially when #mumguilt
comes a knocking, but you can do this. You will do this. And not only that, you’re going to flippin’
well smash it!!!
To see more of Kelly’s journey, follow her on instagram @kids_and_the_commute

LOCAL BUSINESS

LILY & MYRTLE

Surrey born and bred, Kate Lamport’s love affair with flowers began at the age of 15
when she got a Saturday job at the florists in Ripley. At 17, she was asked to step in
at the last minute and create the flowers for a wedding and from that moment on Kate
knew that she’d found her calling (much to her father’s chagrin who wanted her to
choose a ‘reliable’ profession and become a nurse!).
Choosing to train in London, Kate was exposed to
true creatives, innovators and pioneers of the floral
industry which only fuelled her passion, eventually
landing her a job at with leading London florist Jane
Packer. Kate spent 12 years as a lead teacher at
Jane Packer’s Flower School in London and New
York, teaching pupils from all over the world and
remembers this time with great fondness.
Leaving Jane Packer was one of the toughest
decisions Kate has had to make in her professional
life but she wanted to be able to spend more time
with her young and growing family. However, her
yearning to fulfil her passion and creative outlet led
to her founding Lily and Myrtle in 2003. Working from
her Surrey home, Kate was able to be there for her
children and build a business at the same time. Now
a long established and hugely successful floristry
business, Lily and Myrtle has been a part of many
wedding days and special events and celebrations
and Kate takes huge pleasure in creating designs
that reflect her clients wishes.
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Having taught private workshops from her home for
many years, earlier this year Kate fulfilled a longheld ambition to launch her own school. Having
looked at many different venues, Kate knew instantly
she’d found the right place when she came across
an empty unit at the stunning Medicine Garden in
Cobham. After a lot of hard work, she threw open
the doors to her beautiful new space in March this
year and is excited to return to her true passion of
sharing her floristry knowledge with others.
‘Teaching brings me a huge amount of pleasure,
sharing my love of flowers with others and seeing
their joy in creating something is the most wonderful
feeling. I love watching someone ‘get it’, whether
it’s a Christmas wreath, a hand tied bouquet or a
table centrepiece bursting with blooms.’
Kate now offers a wide variety of workshops.
Generous with her knowledge, her classes are
designed for florists and flower lovers alike,
from those who just want to dabble and have an
enjoyable few hours learning new skills to those who
perhaps want to take steps towards a new career.
Classes are wide and varied and include seasonal

bouquet and table centre making, Christmas wreaths
and full career change courses. Kate can also run
bespoke classes such as children’s Birthday parties and
1:1 workshops tailored to your personal requirements.
During the school holidays, she hosts parent and child
classes which are a wonderful opportunity to learn
something new and create alongside your children.
To find out more, follow Kate on social media:
Instagram:
Facebook:

@lilyandmyrtleflowerschool
@lilyandmyrtle

A FESTIVE SPECIAL
MAVEN CONNEX
Tortworth Court Hotel, Gloucestershire
Tickets on sale now.
Book here
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“So I stepped away for like two seconds...”
- the beginning of every parenting horror
story!
“Welcome to late nights, early mornings,
showerless days, big bags, dirty clothes,
yoga pants, cold coffee, never sleeping
again, eating good food in the closet, going
to the bathroom with an audience, the joys
of Parenthood!”

Top 3

Book Club

Do you have a funny story,
quote or joke you’d like to see
featured? If so, email it to us at:
theclumsyexplorer@gmail.com

1. Purpose by Jessica Huie
Find your truth, embrace your calling
2. Why we sleep by Matthew Walker
Sleep is one of the most important aspects of our
life, health and longevity and yet it is increasingly
neglected in twenty-first-century society, with
devastating consequences. Professor Matthew
Walker explores twenty years of cutting-edge
research to solve the mystery of why sleep matters
3. Parenting the sh*t out of life by Mother Pukka and
Papa Pukka
The irreverent bestseller and the perfect gift for
parents and parents-to-be.

AMAZON BOOK REVIEW
From Anna Whitehouse aka Mother Pukka and Matt Farquharson
aka Papa Pukka, comes the Sunday Times bestselling account
of parenting told from both perspectives, and a handy guide
(kind of) on how to raise a small human. The must-read for all
parents and parents-to-be - and possibly the best (or worst)
baby shower gift you could ever give a prospective mum or dad
MOTHER PUKKA AND PAPA PUKKA offer you this: a book that
will not help you grow or raise a human successfully, but a book
that might, if you’re not too emotionally battered - and can see
past the permanent eye twitch - help you laugh a little more than
you cry.
This is one couple’s take on the horrors and humour of modern
parenting told from his side and hers: honest, sad and laughout-loud funny. It will speak to anyone with a child or children of
their own - or to those hoping to take that monumental step. It
may not be easy and you might have no idea what you are doing
but, as the Pukkas demonstrate, with a bit of teeth-gnashing,
tongue-chewing and joke-cracking, you too will be parenting the
sh*t out of life.

One-to-One Confidence Coaching Sessions for
children and teens
Help your child feel calm, confident and empowered,
developing a ‘can-do’ attitude that allows them to flourish both in
and outside the classroom

___________________________
Typical themes include but are not limited to:

Managing BIG Feelings:
Powerful tools are shared to help your child dissolve their BIG
Feelings (anger, worry, overwhelmed etc) helping them feel calmer,
happier and more at ease.
Confident Me:
Tools and strategies are shared to help your child grow in
confidence - whether that's speaking up in class, performing in
front of an audience or having the courage to try something new.
This is ideal for children who struggle to manage their worries or
who allow their self doubt to get in their way.
Bounce back with Power:
Your child will learn how to reframe their mistakes as 'NEW
learning opportunities'.Being ‘afraid’ of making mistakes will quickly
be replaced with the understanding that making mistakes helps us
grow and learn, helping your child to 'bounce back' from setbacks
and challenges.

words wrong on her spelling practice .... but this time no scribbling on the work or
screwing the up the paper! This morning I tested her and she got most of them
right - she had the most gorgeous smile on her face and she told me that her brain
was getting stronger! This is such a breakthrough, Thank you Natalie."
S. Greenwald, Parent of 8 year old Sibella

To discuss how Power Thoughts can support your child please contact Natalie
at coaching@nataliecosta.co.uk or visit www.powerthoughts.co.uk
As seen in
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A variety of packages are available ranging from single sessions to a 2-month
package
"I have seen the power of your methods in real time this weekend.!! S got lots of

Beauty By Sarah
Sarah is a mum of two with 12 years experience as a Beauty Therapist in salons,
spas and clinics.
She started her own business six years ago and since having her second baby
a little over a year ago, she has been specialising in self-care for mums. Sarah’s
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child friendly environment means you can indulge in a little self-care knowing
your little ones will be able to come with you and be happy too.
Her availability is Monday-Friday from her Guildford location and she can travel
within 10 miles of Guildford on a Saturday/Sunday.
Contact Sarah via her Instagram page: @beauty_by_sarah_2013
Get 20% off your first treatment when you quote “thesurreymumma”

At Mummas & Beans, we offer unbiased and non-judgemental antenatal
classes designed by experienced midwives and enjoyed by parents
across the UK
Our courses are led by mums who are passionate about supporting
and empowering new and existing parents as they take their next steps
in their journey as a family.
Find your local teacher and full course information at:
www.mummasandbeans.co.uk

WHEN WE SUPPORT EACH OTHER
GREAT THINGS HAPPEN
Are you a #motherlikenoother? We say YES, YES,
YES! As we believe, like our babies, every mother
is different, and that should be acknowledged by
everyone. Leave off the judgey snubs, lets give
each other the space to find our parenting way, the
way we know best.
Rachel Clarke BSc(Hons) DipHb(KGH)
Specialist Hypnobirthing

Check out the full range here:
www.motherlikenoother.com

& Birth Trauma Practitioner
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https://www.heymamahypnobirthing.com
rachel@heymamahypnobirthing.com
@hey_mama_hypnobirthing
Tel: 07547209524

@MOTHER_LIKE_NO_OTHER

HOW TO MANAGE THE
WORRIES!
AN ONLINE MINI-WORKSHOP FOR KIDS

This fun and practical online session is jam-packed with tools to help your child dissolve away
their worries allowing them to feel calmer, happier and empowered. During our time together
your child will learn how to ‘catch’ their worries and stop them in their tracks, preventing those
moments of panic and overwhelm. Your child will also discover exactly what to do when faced
with their worries so that they are responding from a space of calm and clarity. Powerful tools
will be shared that are guaranteed to shrink their worries allowing your child to feel confident in
themselves and ready to take action, setting them up for the next steps in their development”
A BONUS parent clip is also included where additional strategies are shared that you can use to
further support your child.
Get the Early Bird offer and save £10 AND you’ll also have access to a LIVE Coaching call with
Natalie in November.
Help your child dissolve their worries so that they feel calm, confident and empowered
Ideal for children aged 5-10.
Get the course here

VEGGIE MOUSAKKA WITH
CHEATS GARLIC BREAD
A HELLOFRESH RECIPE: ADAPTED FOR BABY-LED WEANING

I’ve chosen to feature this recipe as this is one of my husbands favourite. Since having little man, we’ve
adapted it slightly so that we can all enjoy this meal as a family. Hope you enjoy!
INGREDIENTS:
2 aubergine
2 courgette
2 onions
2 yellow peppers
25g dried oregano
1/2 cinnamon stick
1 tbsp worcestershire sauce
2 tins chopped tomatoes
1 tub creme fraiche
3 cloves garlic
1 tbsp tomato puree
100g split red lentils
1 knorr/piccolo lo-salt stock cube
2 ciabatta
100g parmesan cheese
150ml water
1. Trim the aubergine and slice into 1cm thick
tray in a single layer and drizzle over a good
rounds. Halve, peel and chop the onion into
glug of oil. Season with a pinch of salt and a
small pieces. Trim the courgette then quarter
grind of pepper. Grill until browned and soft,
lengthways. Chop widthways into small pieces.
about 8-9 mins on each side. TIP: Keep an eye
Halve the pepper and discard the core and seeds.
on them to make sure they don’t burn. If they
Chop into small pieces. Peel and grate the garlic
aren’t soft after this time, just leave them under
(or use a garlic press).
your grill for a little longer. Remove and set
2. Preheat your grill to high. Heat a drizzle of oil
aside.
in a frying pan on medium heat. Add the onion.
5. In a small bowl, mix the remaining garlic with
Cook, stirring, until starting to soften, 3 mins. Add
1tbsp olive oil per person. Cut the ciabatta in half
the courgette and pepper with a pinch of salt and
(as though making a sandwich) and smear the
some pepper. Continue stirring, until soft and
garlicky oil over the cut side. When the tomato
slightly golden, 5 mins. Add half the grated garlic,
sauce is ready, remove the cinnamon stick and
oregano, tomato purée and cinnamon stick. Cook
transfer the sauce to an ovenproof dish. Layer
for 1 minute more.
over the aubergine slices. Spoon on the crème
3. Next, stir in the red lentils, Worcester sauce,
fraîche in dollops, then spread it out across the
vegetable stock pot and chopped tomatoes.
top.
Add the water (see ingredients for amount) and
6. Sprinkle the hard Italian cheese over the
a pinch of sugar (if you have some). Stir, bring
moussaka and a season with pepper. Grill the
to the boil, lower the heat to medium-low and
until the cheese is golden and bubbling, about 5
simmer until the lentils are soft (but still have a
mins. Remove from the grill, pop the garlic bread
slight bite to them), 20-25 mins. If the sauce gets
under the grill and toast until golden, 2-3 mins.
too dry, just add a splash of water.
Serve the moussaka in bowls with the cheat’s
4. Meanwhile, lay the aubergine slices on a baking
garlic bread on the side. Enjoy!
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